COVID-19 Update

• Mask Optional Practice seems well accepted by families and staff
• Weekly reports of case incidents continue to be sent to families and staff
  • Cases remain low and mimic community numbers
  • No cluster outbreaks identified
• Reminders about use of home testing to support our mitigation efforts have been sent to all families and staff
The Witness Stone Project

Grade 8 Social Studies and Language Arts Project
Developed to “give witness” to an enslaved Mansfield resident
When doing this project, I realized that history is in all of us. No matter where you come from or where you going, history got you there. If we didn’t have history, we wouldn’t have change. I hope that my fictional pieces can open your eyes to something that wasn’t fictional—the history in all of us today. We can’t share their struggles but we can share their stories. I hope that when you see my pieces you don’t think of what we are but you remember what we were.

~ Alissa Kaplan
MMS Greenhouse Abundant with Growth
Partnering with the Community – An Elementary Pilot Project with Villari Martial Arts
Seven Elementary Related Arts Teachers were honored with a full day make-over and recognition on an upcoming episode of The Drew Barrymore Show.
Teacher Professional Learning – Summer 2022